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where     and     are rate constants of remodeling.
Cerebral artery is represented by one-layered cylinder 
(Fig.2), consisting of the elastin and collagen fibres.

Results
At increasing elastin stretch (Fig. 4), reflecting increasing 
aneurism size, collagen stretch may either increase or 
decrease (Fig. 5), indicating dangerous or safe aneurysm.

Conclusions
The mathematical model as described above enables the 
analysis of tissue growth parameters in terms of collagen 
stretch. This is believed to be of importance for rupture risk 
assessement beyond the use of aneurysm size solely.
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Cauchy stress is calculated according to a model of incom-
pressible fibre reinforced material [2]:

(1)
with

(2)

where     is hydrostatic pressure,   − Cauchy stress tensor 
of elastin,    − the shear modulus of the elastin,    − the 
stress in the collagen fibres,               − the left Cauchy–
Green strain tensor,   and   − material parameters of the 
collagen fibres,  − direction of the collagen fibres,   − 
stretch of the elastin in the direction of the collagen fibres, 
and     − stretch of the collagen.

Degradation of the elastin is modeled through 
decreasing the shear modulus     in time (Fig. 3). The 
recruitment and thickening variables change according to 
evolution equations

(3)

Introduction
An aneurysm is a pathological widening of the blood 
vessel, which may grow with time. Aneurysms pose a 
serious problem because of the possibility of rupture. They 
can be visualized by the modern X-ray medical equipment, 
but the question of their likelihood of rupture is open. 
Physicians make decision about treatment based on the 
aneurysm’s size, which is not a good criterion, while the 
rupture risk is expected to be related to the collagen 
stretch.

This study analyses the potential of introduced 
adaptation model to get insight into aneurysm 
development. Growth of an aneurysm is hypothesised to 
be the consequence of the elastin degradation and the 
collagen remodeling.

Material and methods
An assumed remodeling process [1] is depicted on the 

Fig.1. Under a certain load F1, the tissue is stretched by a 
factor  , and initially tortuous collagen becomes un-
crimped. At the physiological load Fphys the collagen stretch 
equals “allowed”    stretch. The elastin degradation causes 
an excessive collagen stretch, upon which      is restored in 
the remodeling either by softening or by thickening.
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Fig.2 Schematic representation of a 
radial cross-section of cerebral artery.
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Fig.3 Change of the shear modu-
lus of the elastin in time.

Fig.4 Time course of the tissue 
stretch.

Fig.5 Time course of the 
collagen stretch.

Fig .1 The concept of the collagen remodeling in 1D tissue specimen. 
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